Attention Vocabulary Crossword

Solve the crossword using the list of words and the clues.

Across
2. a way or method of dealing with a situation (or to move closer to something)
7. a section of a book
10. the step by step way something is done
11. the advantages of a particular choice or condition
12. uninterested
13. focus
14. anything that pulls your attention away from what you had planned to listen to or do
15. a subject (often the main subject of a book or lecture)
16. medical or mental problems that may limit what a person can do
18. being conscious of something
19. something that causes an action
20. to not pay any attention to something

Down
1. full attention on one thing, ignoring everything else
3. turning your complete attention to what you are reading or hearing
4. related to what you are trying to do
5. a plan for when to do the tasks of a particular time period
6. when something is better than before
8. a piece of work to do
9. a speech by an expert or professor on the subject they know best
13. listening or reading carefully to avoid missing anything
14. letting your thoughts wander to happier topics than the task you should be focusing on
17. a brief lack of attention that can lead to mistakes or missed information